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shakespeare s sonnets wikipedia - context shakespeare s sonnets are considered a continuation of the sonnet tradition
that swept through the renaissance from petrarch in 14th century italy and was finally introduced in 16th century england by
thomas wyatt with few exceptions shakespeare s sonnets observe the stylistic form of the english sonnet the rhyme scheme
the 14 lines and the meter, william shakespeare poetry foundation - while william shakespeare s reputation is based
primarily on his plays he became famous first as a poet with the partial exception of the sonnets 1609 quarried since the
early 19th century for autobiographical secrets allegedly encoded in them the nondramatic writings have traditionally been
pushed to the margins of the shakespeare industry, william shakespeare plays quotes biography poems - william
shakespeare was an english playwright actor and poet who was also known as the bard of avon and is often called england
s national poet shakespeare s works are known throughout, shakespeare s unorthodox biography new evidence of an shakespeare s unorthodox biography explodes the traditional attribution of the authorship of shakespeare s plays it proves
that william shakespeare from stratford unlike his literary contemporaries left no contemporaneous evidence that he was a
writer by profession he was a theatrical entrepreneur and sharp businessman but no literary genius, bibme free
bibliography citation maker mla apa - bibme free bibliography citation maker mla apa chicago harvard
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